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INTRODUCTION
The Anti-Toxic Waste Alliance (A-TWA) welcomes this inquiry into the recycling and waste
management crisis in Victoria. From the outset, we wish to remind Members of the
Parliamentary Planning and Environment Committee about the most crucial reason for this
inquiry: the need to protect the health, safety and wellbeing of the Victorian community and
the environment that sustains us all – now, and for the generations to come.
This relates directly to the first of the six Terms of Reference (ToR) for this inquiry: the
responsibility of the Victorian Government to establish and maintain a coherent, efficient and
environmentally responsible approach to solid waste management across the state,
including assistance to local councils. This submission also presents community
perspectives and possible solutions relating to ToRs 3 and 4. Community impacts and views
relating to the location and management of toxic liquid waste are also presented. We ask
that these be considered under ToR 6 – any other related matters, given that legally and
illegally operated waste stockpiles often comprise both liquid and hard waste material.
We appreciate this crisis has no immediate, ‘silver bullet’ solution. We want the Victorian
Parliament, through this inquiry, to make bold, bi-partisan decisions to transform how this
state generates, treats and disposes of all forms of waste, particularly toxic chemicals,
prescribed waste and recyclables. The imperative to protect public and environmental health
and safety, above all else, must underpin these decisions.
Our society will no longer tolerate the unnecessary generation of single-use plastics, the
practice of sending vast quantities of waste to landfill and shipping huge volumes of our ‘dirty
laundry’ off to countries like China and Malaysia. We call on the Victorian Government to
use the current crisis as a catalyst for becoming a global leader in:
• waste minimisation, recycling and repurposing;
• using state-of-the-art methods to treat and dispose of potentially harmful waste; and
• applying transformative land-use planning laws to keep waste management sites
well away from residential communities.
Communities in the north and west of Melbourne want to see strong leadership and
investment that sets this state up for a future free from the risks of badly managed toxic and
hazardous waste. Importantly, we call on the Victorian Government to invest as heavily in
establishing world’s-best practice waste processing infrastructure as it spends on other
essential infrastructure such as road and rail networks. As with our transport system,
Victoria’s waste management infrastructure must also keep pace with population growth.
Investing in waste management infrastructure will create jobs and economic development
while also generating an enormous amount of goodwill and trust within this community. It will
reverse the current trajectory of uncontrolled and disastrous waste management leading to
potentially catastrophic human and environmental harm.
To keep this community’s deeply felt fears and concerns in the forefront of Committee
Members’ minds, our submission features drawings and messages from young children
living in suburbs affected by recent major fires in the Cities of Hume and Maribyrnong. The
children’s experiences of these frightening events and their aftermath are also portrayed in
the following additional materials, which are submitted as attachments: a video; a collection
of children’s drawings and letters; three posters; and a large wall mural.
The mural was created by three and four-year-old children from Gowrie Clare Court Early
Learning Centre in Yarraville (Gowrie Clare Court Yarraville) in the wake of last August’s
West Footscray warehouse fire, which forced the evacuation of the centre and destroyed all
life in nearby Stony Creek. It powerfully illustrates how these very young children perceived
what happened to their local community and their resulting concerns for the future.
What legacy will the outcomes of this inquiry create for these young Victorians?
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AN ALLIANCE FOR CHANGE
The Anti-Toxic Waste Alliance (A-TWA) has been established in response to three horrific
toxic chemical and waste fires in the past two years and the continuing threats from
inappropriately managed landfills, storage and recycling premises in our residential suburbs.
We feel compelled to make a united stand on this issue, to make sure this community’s
concerns are finally heard and acted upon.
A-TWA is a non-party political alliance of concerned community groups, organisations and
individuals from across Melbourne’s northern and western suburbs. The Alliance was
established at a community meeting involving 15 groups in Broadmeadows in late April
2019. We voted unanimously to form an alliance with the primary goal of having ‘our
communities and natural environments free of health and safety threats from toxic
chemicals and hazardous waste’. One month later, our initial membership has almost
doubled and is growing on a weekly basis.
Currently, A-TWA comprises 30 organisations: 10 environmental Friends groups, 9 other
local environmental/sustainability organisations, 8 residents’ action groups, 2 unions and
1 school. We also have several individual members.
A-TWA’s organisational members:
Australian Workers Union
Broadmeadows Progress Association
Brooklyn Residents Action Group
Clean Up Stony Creek Facebook Community
Climate Action Moreland
Darebin Community Network
Darebin Creek Management Committee
Darebin Parklands Association
Fawkner Residents Association
Friends of Cruickshank Park
Friends of Edgars Creek
Friends of Kororoit Creek
Friends of Lower Kororoit Creek
Friends of Maribyrnong Valley
Friends of Merri Creek
Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek
Friends of Steele Creek
Friends of Stony Creek
Friends of Will Will Rook Pioneer Cemetery
Hume Climate Action Now
Hume Residents Airport Action Group
Maidstone and West Footscray Residents Action/Activation Group
Maribyrnong Truck Action Group
Port Phillip Baykeeper
Rail Tram and Bus Union – Vic
St Mary’s Coptic Orthodox College (Coolaroo)
Sustainable Fawkner
Terminate Tulla Toxic Waste Dump Action Group
Western Region Environment Centre
Werribee River Association
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COMMUNITY CONSEQUENCES OF THIS CRISIS
A-TWA’s active members include concerned residents who range in age from teenagers to
septuagenarians. Some of these people have been campaigning for more than 30 years
about the dangers of sending high volumes of prescribed waste to landfill and allowing
hazardous waste facilities and polluters to operate close to residential areas and waterways.
Some of our member groups have repeatedly called on successive Liberal and Labor state
governments to change land-use planning regulations and address the apparent inability of
Victoria’s Environment Protection Authority (EPA) to live up to its name. For more than
30 years, the concerns of our members have fallen on deaf ears – and now, our worst fears
are being realised.
 Deadly fires are erupting in illegal or non-compliant waste stockpiles near our homes and
community centres, threatening human life and polluting the air and waterways.
 Residents and workers are inhaling dangerous chemical fumes and particulates from the
smoke from these fires, and from polluted waterways like Stony Creek, which was
devastated by toxic runoff from last August’s massive West Footscray warehouse fire.
 Our children are being rushed home after their schools and kindergartens have had to be
evacuated because of the threats from nearby fires and toxic smoke.
 Our railway stations and public transport routes have been forced to shut down during the
height of these fires, causing mass disruptions.
 Many adults and children experienced blood noses, headaches and respiratory problems
after being exposed to the smoke and fumes. People living and working in the western
and northern suburbs are anxious about the possible long-term health effects of exposure
to these toxic chemicals and particles.
 The occupational health and safety of workers, firefighters (and other first responders and
emergency personnel) is also being jeopardised by these potentially deadly infernos.
 To make matters far worse, we now understand that organised crime has allegedly had a
free reign to secretly exploit the lack of effective regulatory control and policing of the
toxic and hazardous waste industry. We have been informed by EPA, WorkSafe and the
media there are at least a dozen, and potentially dozens more, warehouses in our
suburbs packed to the rafters with tens of millions of litres of illegally stockpiled and
potentially lethal chemicals, as well as hazardous hard waste such as asbestos. Imagine
the catastrophe that would unfold if any one of these volatile illegal stockpiles happened
to be located close to another high-risk site – a service station, for example – and the
stockpile went up in flames?
 These alleged criminals have been hauling this waste in unmarked container trucks
through our residential streets, past our schools and, most likely, through road tunnels illequipped to deal with a chemical fire.1
People in this community are extremely worried about what will happen next. We fear it is
only a matter of time. Many local residents and workers do not feel safe in their own homes
and workplaces given the ongoing threats from potentially deadly waste stockpiles, handling
and transportation.
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Above: Brook yn and Yarrav e West res dents’ a too c ose v ews of the tox c smoke from the West Footscray f re,
30 August 2018.

Recent toxic fire events
1. SKM Coolaroo Recycling Plant, 13 July 2017.
This huge fire burned for 11 days, led to the evacuation of more than 100 homes and forced
many local businesses to cease trading for several days. According to EPA, the fire caused
significant pollution that potentially harmed local residents and the environment.2 The smoke
blanketed homes and millions of litres of contaminated water from the firefighting effort
entered nearby Merlynston Creek.
That fire is the subject of an ongoing class action involving 250 residents, landowners and
businesses. Earlier this year, EPA banned SKM from accepting waste at its Coolaroo and
Laverton North sites after inspections found that stockpiles in both sites breached safety
regulations. EPA CEO, Dr Cathy Wilkinson, said the large plastic stockpiles posed a fire risk
5
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to local communities and that “fire water run-off could also enter waterways and have longlasting impacts on the environment due to the toxic contaminants”.3
2. West Footscray warehouse, 30 August 2018.
Stony Creek, in the inner-west, suffered exactly that fate during the massive warehouse
inferno involving an alleged illegal stockpile of toxic chemicals and hazardous waste. The
fire site was several metres from the Creek and only 500–600 metres from residential streets
on two sides. Residents more than 2kms away were woken at dawn by the sounds of
explosions. Locals witnessed thick, black plumes of toxic smoke billowing over their homes
and suburbs and inhaled strong chemical fumes associated with the smoke.
This was the largest urban fire event in Melbourne since the 1991 Coode Island fire. Twothirds of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade’s firefighting resources were deployed to fight the fire.
More than 50 local schools and child care centres had to be evacuated and residents were
warned to stay indoors, close doors and windows and shut down heating/cooling systems.
Melbourne Water advised a local Recovery Roundtable meeting that, at the height of the
fire, 10,000 litres of toxic chemicals and firefighting fluids poured into Stony Creek
every minute.

Above: A ch d n Emu Group at Gowr e C are Court Yarrav e, pa nts and descr bes her exper ence of the West Footscray f re.

All life in the creek below the fire site was destroyed, including thousands of fish, eels and
frogs. Residents still smell fumes from the creek nine months after the incident, especially
after rain. Our members have been told by EPA and Melbourne Water that this is the worst
pollution event in a Melbourne creek in at least 30 years and that the sediment in the creek
bed is now full of hydrocarbons. The creek will take years – and millions of hours of work
and tax payers’ dollars – to recover and rehabilitate.
“I live opposite Stony Creek. My eyes, throat and nose were stinging for a week after
the fire. My glands were swollen and I could not open the windows as the fumes and
smell worsened the symptoms. I had a headache all the time and I was very worried
about my children. Every time it rained, for the next few months, the smell returned.
It made living in my own home unbearable. My mental health suffered. I worried about
the health effects built up over time. I am still worried now.”
– Claire Halford, resident, Yarraville
6
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The fallout from the West Footscray fire would have been much worse if the smoke plume
had grounded and smothered local homes and workplaces that day, rather than staying
elevated. EPA Chief Scientist, Dr Andrea Hinwood, told a public meeting in Footscray on
6th September 2018 that we were “very, very fortunate” that the plume stayed high that day4,
and EPA CEO, Dr Cathy Wilkinson, told the Brooklyn Community Reference Group on
29 May 2019 that: “... If it hadn’t have done that then it would have been much worse for the
community in terms of impact and potential health impacts”.

The southern section of Stony Creek, in Cruickshank Park, before 30th August 2018:

During and after the devastating pollution event on 30th August 2018:
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Young children from nearby Gowrie Clare Court Yarraville once enjoyed their afternoon naps
under trees down by the creek. They learnt about nature from the creek and surrounding
parkland during daily Out and About classes. In the first half of 2018, educators from the
service presented at a national conference about this progressive ‘bush kinder’ program.

Above: Ch dren from Gowr e C are Court Yarrav e (then known as C are Court Ch dren’s Serv ce) nap beneath the trees
a ongs de Stony Creek pr or to 30 August 2018.
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Now, the children are not permitted to leave the footpaths as they walk through the park,
only metres from the polluted creek. They can only look at the creek and the trees – many of
which are now dying, poisoned by the creek water – from a distance.
These three and four-year-old children created a large wall mural (shown in situ below)
depicting their experiences of the fire and the resulting devastation of the creek. A smaller
version of this mural, and examples of their drawn impressions of the fire and pollution
impacts on Stony Creek, are provided among the supporting attachments to this submission.
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These three recent fires, which occurred in close proximity to residential areas,
highlight that the existing buffers between homes and hazardous industrial premises
such as these are totally inadequate. This is why it poses an unacceptable risk to
human health and safety to locate even licensed operations such as the one operated
by Bradbury in Campbellfield so close to residential streets. Fortunately, no-one has
(as yet) died as a result of these fires. However, we hold grave fears that it will only be
a matter of time before human lives are lost due to Victoria’s recycling and waste
management crisis.
This is our community’s continuing and potentially life-threatening experience.
This is what happens when successive Victorian Governments and regulators fail to fulfil
their duty of care to the communities they are meant to serve. They have failed this
community dismally.
This is what happens when our environmental and work safety regulators, local authorities
and police are not fully empowered by law and resourced to fulfil their roles of protecting
people and the environment.
This is what happens when successive governments fail to heed the calls from their
community to separate dangerous waste operations from residential areas and invest
adequately in waste management infrastructure and initiatives that will protect communities
and the environment over the longer term.
So, we ask the Victorian Government, through this Committee: What will it take for you to
finally hear us? Will you heed our requests and take appropriate action in 2019 and coming
years to protect our health and safety, and that of our children and grandchildren – and
yours? We trust that the voices and drawings of Melbourne children help to remind you
about the crucial nature of the decisions you are about to make.

WHAT THIS ALLIANCE WANTS FOR OUR COMMUNITY
Air that is always clean and safe to breathe.
Healthy, unpolluted waterways that are thriving with animal and plant life.
Landfills phased out and shut down in favour of safer, more environmentally friendly
methods of processing and disposing of waste.
Toxic and hazardous waste facilities that are adequately buffered and located well away
from homes, schools and other community precincts.
To send our children to school secure in the knowledge that they’re not going to be sent
home because there’s another toxic chemical fire raging nearby.
To fall asleep without the fear of being woken up in the night by the terrifying sounds of
explosions when another toxic stockpile goes up.
To see a bi-partisan approach to this issue across all parties and parliamentarians. The
health and wellbeing of current and future generations of Victorians depends on it.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 1: Invest now to save lives, dollars and reputations later
A report released by the Victorian Auditor General’s Office (VAGO) in June 2019 states that:
‘These issues – lack of action to minimise waste, to invest in infrastructure, and closely
regulate the sector – have occurred while the Sustainability Fund, a fund set up under the
Act to support best practices in waste management, had $511.3 million as at 30 June 2018’.7
In its recent State Budget, the Government announced it will spend $34.9 million over three
years to help fix the waste and recycling crisis, as well as providing EPA with $15 million to
boost its crack down on pollution and waste and a further $29.5 million to clean up a
dangerous 320,000m3 C&D Recycling waste stockpile at Lara. The Municipal Association of
Victoria described the budget commitment as ‘grossly inadequate’, and we agree.8
How do you think this community feels when the Government announces just under
$80 million in funding towards addressing the recycling and waste crisis and related issues,
which are directly threatening our lives and the environment we live in, while ‘stockpiling’ the
Sustainability Fund and investing billions of dollars in transport infrastructure projects? The
State Budget committed almost twice as much ($150 million) to building commuter car parks
than it did to addressing the state’s recycling and waste crisis.9
The current Victorian Government has been given a clear mandate to address the most
serious issues that concern its constituents and is still in the early stages of its second term.
It is in a strong position to bring about transformational change in this state’s waste
management facilities and practices. It would be negligent to squander this opportunity.
This Alliance calls on the Government to spend the entire balance of the Sustainability Fund
on addressing this crisis.
We call on this Government to then step up its investment to commit billions – not millions –
of dollars for initiatives to minimise waste; and towards major ‘clean and green’
infrastructure, including state-of-the-art recycling, re-purposing and treatment plants. There
is also a need to provide education and incentives that encourage industries to invest in
technologies and practices that minimise and/or neutralise their waste at the source. It’s time
to set this state up for a future free from the threats posed by toxic and hazardous waste.
News reports claim the cost of
cleaning up the C&D Recycling
mess in Lara may end up being
as high as $100 million.10 It clearly
makes sense to invest in
progressive, preventative
infrastructure and interventions
now, to prevent a worsening crisis.
This is a way of insuring the State
against similar costly corporate and
regulatory failures in future.
According to the Waste
Management and Resource
Recovery Association of Australia,
‘for every 10,000 tonnes of product
recycled we create 9.2 jobs’.11
This Alliance is not opposed to new transport infrastructure. On the contrary, a city growing
as fast as Melbourne needs a transport system that keeps pace with growth. However, it
also needs a waste management and recycling system that keeps pace with that growth. As
we now know, the costs of failing to do that are not just economic.
12
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Recommendation 2: Change land use planning laws and waste disposal
policies to protect people and the environment above all else
VAGO’s damning audit states that: ‘EPA has not effectively regulated the waste industry. It
has been slow to act – firstly with combustible recyclable and waste materials (CRWM) in
recovery facilities – and more recently with hazardous waste stockpiles. In both instances,
EPA intervened only at the point of crisis’.12 This community has repeatedly experienced the
consequences of this at our deep personal cost.
To prevent further damage and risks to public health and safety, planning laws need to be
changed to prohibit toxic waste facilities from being located near homes, community centres,
schools, waterways and transport hubs.
In addition to applying these laws to all new developments, a staged relocation process
needs to be introduced to move existing toxic and hazardous waste-producing and handling
facilities out of residential suburbs onto high-security sites on Melbourne’s outer fringe,
where appropriately protective buffer zones can be applied. Existing buffer zones are clearly
inadequate, as the Campbellfield incident and other community’s experiences with nearby
landfill sites continue to highlight. It is also critical that buffer zones are not encroached
upon.
In the meantime, all existing facilities must be directed, as a matter of urgency, to:
•
•
•

adequately bund their facilities;
upgrade their fire plans and systems; and
install emergency retention systems and wetland buffers to prevent spills and fire
runoff from entering waterways.

Where private operators fail to comply with these directions, posing an unacceptable risk to
surrounding communities, EPA and/or WorkSafe must have a mandate to quickly step in
and carry out the protective work, with legal recourse to recoup costs from those operators.
We also strongly advocate for the current practices of sending waste to local landfill or
overseas markets to be phased out within the next five years. In particular, sending
prescribed waste to landfill must only be used as a last resort (and preferably not at all), as
per the existing waste management hierarchy, which is clearly not being properly
implemented. These issues must be addressed as a matter of urgency.

Recommendation 3: Rigorously regulate and police the industry
The Victorian Government and its appointed authorities, including EPA, WorkSafe and
Victoria Police, have failed in their duty of care to protect public and environmental health
and safety. Our safety and quality of life must not be dependent on self-regulation by profitdriven waste management operators, particularly those businesses that have repeatedly
shown their disregard for the law and the requirements of their licenses to operate.
We therefore call for the Government to bring Victoria’s waste management policies,
regulation and investment into alignment with community expectations. This includes:
•
•
•

overhauling existing waste management policies to strengthen regulatory
requirements around hazardous waste;
expanding EPA’s powers and resources to ensure compliance through proactive risk
prevention activities;
applying a ‘zero tolerance’ approach to businesses that inappropriately manage toxic
and hazardous waste, including the immediate confiscation and remediation of
private property by WorkSafe or EPA, where the situation is deemed to pose an
unacceptable risk;
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•

conducting ongoing and frequent unannounced inspections of known and suspected
toxic/hazardous/non-compliant waste facilities by EPA, WorkSafe and VicPol,
including Tier 2 premises (the recent fires were in Tier 2 facilities!);

•

introducing much tougher penalties, including substantial custodial sentences, for
people who seriously breach waste management laws and regulations; and

•

ensuring that the regulations and compliance processes that will underpin how the
new EPA Act is implemented accurately reflect and protect the interests of local
communities.

Recommendation 4: Treat illegal and non-compliant waste stockpiles as
emergencies
Existing illegal and non-compliant waste stockpiles pose serious threats to hundreds of
thousands of Melbourne residents. The Coolaroo, West Footscray and Campbellfield fires
clearly demonstrated this risk.
A-TWA calls on the Government and its responsible agencies to respond to the situation
currently facing communities across the metropolitan area in the same way they would
respond to an imminent natural disaster threatening communities in country Victoria –
i.e. with massive, immediate emergency response and protective action.
We ask that the relevant authorities keep local communities well-informed about the levels of
risk, and the progress being made to process and remove illegal and non-compliant waste
stockpiles.

Recommendation 5: Minimise waste across the lifecycle and improve industry
waste reduction practices
Victoria’s approach to waste management and minimisation needs to be brought into the
21st century and aligned with policies and best practices being applied in many other
progressive countries, such as Germany and Japan.
Governments have the power to bring about significant step changes in business practices
and human behaviour. We ask this Government to show leadership and vision by:
• dramatically increasing the adoption of the waste management hierarchy by industry;
• introducing a container deposit-recycling scheme;
• phasing out single-use plastic items;
• investing in technologies and incentives for industry that reduce the generation of
waste and support the re-use and repurposing of hazardous waste;
• implementing education campaigns to promote changes in behaviour among the
general public and key industry sectors; and
• implementing segregation of clean recyclables by residents and businesses, to
reduce cross-contamination of recyclable waste.

Recommendation 6: Implement the VAGO report’s recommendations
The VAGO report found that: ‘DELWP, EPA and Sustainability Victoria have not responded
strategically to waste and resource recovery issues. DELWP has not fulfilled its leadership
role of the waste portfolio, EPA has not effectively regulated waste management, and
Sustainability Victoria has not effectively developed and implemented waste strategies. As
such, they are not maximising the recovery and reprocessing of resources from waste …
EPA has not effectively regulated the waste industry and this has resulted in the
inappropriate growth of waste stockpiles that pose unacceptable risks to health and the
environment.’13
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This occurred, the report states, while more than half a billion dollars was sitting in the
Sustainability Fund, which was set up to address exactly these kinds of issues.
A-TWA calls on the Parliamentary Committee and the Victorian Government to endorse all
22 recommendations in the report14, and also commit to the additional recommendations in
this submission.

Recommendation 7: Overhaul the management of toxic liquid waste
Given the urgency of the issue, A-TWA urges this inquiry to examine the management of
toxic liquid wastes within ToR 6 –‘other related matters’.
If the current ToR are deemed to exclude consideration of how toxic liquids are being
produced and (mis)managed, we ask that a concurrent Parliamentary inquiry be established
as a matter of urgency to:

• investigate how Victoria’s toxic waste management sector was able to be so
extensively exploited by (allegedly) illegal and ‘cowboy’ operators;

• assess the extent of, and potential threats posed by, their activities;
• review the adequacy of government and emergency responses to recent fires
involving toxic chemicals and hazardous waste, and the lessons learned; and

• investigate and reform the regulation and tracking of dangerous chemicals across
their full lifecycle.

CONCLUSION
We hope that this period in the history of Victoria’s waste management sector will be looked
back on by future generations as pivotal, enlightened and progressive.
We trust the Committee’s recommendations and the subsequent decisions by the Victorian
Government will result in:
•

vastly improved regulation and policing of Victoria’s recycling and waste
management industry, for the long term;

•

the expedited removal of all existing illegal and non-compliant toxic chemical and
hard waste stockpiles near residential areas as an emergency-level response – with
local communities being regularly informed about progress;

•

a dramatic reduction in the production and use of toxic chemicals and prescribed
hard waste products in this state;

•

world’s best practice infrastructure to process and re-purpose prescribed waste;

•

a huge reduction in the amount of prescribed waste being sent to landfill, with landfill
used only as a last resort (and eventually not at all). And additional measures to fully
protect and buffer new and existing landfill sites from surrounding communities;

•

a ‘zero-tolerance’ ban on locating toxic and hazardous waste production, storage
and treatment facilities anywhere near residential communities, schools, transport
hubs and shopping centres, including a plan for relocating existing facilities to safer
locations; and

•

the ongoing, rigorous policing of illegal and ‘cowboy’ activities that places
communities at risk from the improper disposal, transportation and storage of toxic
chemicals and hazardous waste.
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We trust that the Victorian Government will inject multi-billion-dollar investments into the
environment portfolio to support major ‘clean and green’ infrastructure projects and
experience the outpouring of gratitude, relief and goodwill from this community that will
result.
We trust that the outcomes of this inquiry will, ultimately, ensure that our communities and
natural environments are free from the health and safety threats posed by toxic and
hazardous waste – for good!
We trust that each Member of this Committee, and this Parliament, will proudly tell their
children and grandchildren about how their decisions resulted in a complete transformation
in Victoria’s recycling and waste management system from 2020 onwards, thereby restoring
and protecting Melbourne’s safety and liveability for generations to come.

“If we (humans) keep hurting Country,
we will have to wear oxygen tanks all the time.”
Oscar, 4, Yarraville

‘A better place to be ...’ – Alana, 7, Yarraville
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ATTACHMENTS TO THIS SUBMISSION
Attachment A: Video [2min:37sec]: https://youtu.be/lauLPMDoP8Y
Attachment B: Laminated wall mural depicting artwork by children from Gowrie Clare
Court Yarraville Early Learning Centre (submitted manually)
Attachments
C, D & E:
Attachment F:

3 x posters by Gowrie Clare Court children (submitted manually)
Collection of small artworks and letters from children in the cities of
Maribyrnong and Hume (submitted manually)

CONTACT:
Sue Vittori
Founding Chair
Anti-Toxic Waste Alliance
E: antitoxicwastealliance@gmail.com
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